


Here is our team in front of the faculty building.



The Faculty of Interior Design (in Polish: Architektury 
Wnętrz, which can be literally translated as Interior 
Architecture) at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw is the 
successor to the tradition dating back to 1905, when the 
Department of Applied Arts was established at the Warsaw
School of Fine Arts.

In the middle one can see our Dean, next the Vice-Dean 
and Plenipotentiary for extramural studies (left).

Nowadays, we operate in full-time and part-time studies at
two levels compliant with European standards: bachelor-
level and master's-level studies are conducted. Full-time
studies are free, while part-time studies, created primarily
for working people, are paid.



FIRST STEPS
The main interest of the 
Faculty is widely thought  
space design. 

Students become acquainted 
with the multithreading of 
issues that make up the 
designer's workshop. 

First  tasks relate to the 
relations of the solids, the 
light, and planes. Students  
also learn the basics of 
lettering and graphics. 









We want students to know the 
properties of materials and the 
possibility of their transformations.









Projects are made using a 
variety of tools - from 
traditional techniques to 
computer and multimedia 
tools. Students learn the basics 
of a technical part of architects 
work – elements of civil 
engineering and technical 
drawing.





Photography also is an 
example of student work.



We  strongly emphasize the 
necessity of exercises in 
hand-drawn pictures with 
perspective rules included. 



After completing the first two years of study, students choose 
their own path - interior design, exhibition or furniture design, 
or public space design.
Didactic dialogue is the main way of teaching.



INTERIOR DESIGN

We strive to achieve the right results by finding a balance between the design assumptions, 
the art language, and the functional and technical solutions.

Examples of interior designs:
receptions
adaptation of medieval monastery
youth club
adaptation of previous synagogue
tourist shelter
residential interiors
railway station
interiors of our Academy
headquarters of an IT company railway 
railway station
library
cinema
hotel and resort interiors



INTERIOR DESIGN















































Designs are accompanied by technical drawings - floor 
plans and cross-sections,  mockups and details.



We try to ensure that project tasks are individualized 
and allow the creative development of every student. 
At the same time, we pay attention to the importance 
of working in a team. 



FURNITURE DESIGN

Furniture design is a second speciality in which 
students can choose. Prototypes are often 
implemented in our workshop at the faculty.

















EXHIBITION DESIGN

The third speciality is designing exhibitions - both in open space and in 
museums or at fairs.
Student's task is to prepare scenarios, gathering information on subject,  
including reproduction of presented images or other exhibits. Students
arranges space and prepares the graphic part of the exhibition.

Their task is also to prepare the technical drawing of the floor plan and 
the cross-section of the exhibition, as well as selected details.





































VISUAL 
COMMUNICATION

Students also prepare designs  in the field of 
visual communication, for example product or 
company identification, posters or multimedia 
presentations.
They also design pictograms - information  for the 
interiors, that are the subject of their design.











ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

An important subject is also is the architectural design - there are topics such as:
block of flats,  
exhibition halls, galleries, museums, 
single-family houses,
cafe,
information points,
bus stations,
or training and conference buildings

The projects of buildings, that our students do, are always connected with the topics of interior 
design. Students also prepare  technical drawings & models, in addition to visualization







































CITY DETAIL DESIGN

Another issue is the detail of the city arrangement of public space – squares, 
urban furniture etc.







DRAWING AND PAINTING

An important element of education is 
the awareness of the classical 
relationships between architecture and 
other disciplines of art.















SCULPTURE

Sculpture is one of the most 
important subjects in our faculty 
because it combines fine arts and 
acting in space.





















INTERMEDIA



Woodworking workshop



Workshop for handling plastics and metals



Photographic studio 



Master's deegree diploma defense, 
the student presents his work



Master's deegree diploma defense, 

the lecturer reads the prepared review 



Next  a diploma exam starts,  after which the discussion 

is determining final evaluation of the diploma.



The exhibition at the end of each semester is 

the summary of our work - models and 

boards with printouts are presented





The exhibition is viewed by committees







We educate about 200 students and we employ about 50 
professors, lecturers and assistants.

Our aim is to show contemporary design trends, technical 

and material possibilities, with the consciousness of 

historical achievements.

The program of the Faculty of Interior Design focuses on the 

transfer of complex, interdisciplinary knowledge as well as 

education and experience in the workshop skills, necessary 

while practicing the profession of interior architect.


